Abstract
Introduction
Artificial Immune System (AIS) has been widely designed for research on intrusion detection system [1, 2] , a number of computer scientists have proposed several artificial immune model for intrusion detection.
Hofmeyr presented LISYS model [3] , in which many mechanisms such as negative selection, tolerisation period, activation threshold, life span, co-stimulation, sensitivity level, dynamic detectors, mature detectors and memory detectors are used to implement dynamic anomaly detection, adaptability and lower False Positive rate (FP rate).
CDIS [4] also used negative selection like LISYS and provided other interesting features including affinity maturation to maximize the generality of detectors and co-stimulation between detectors.
Dusgupta used a genetic algorithm to generate anomaly detector rules to analyze network traffics [5] .
Kim's conceptual model [6] combined the three evolutionary stages: gene library evolution, negative selection [7] and clonal selection algorithm [8, 13] into a single methodology, which results in network IDS being distributed, self-organizing and light-weight. Figure 1 shows this model.
Figure1. Kim's conceptual AIS model for network IDS
In AIS-based network intrusion detection domain, Kim's contribution is that he proposed the evolutionary idea of detectors population, that is, Clonal Selection Algorithm [13] . But in the evolutionary process of detectors population, some regression phenomenon may appear, such as degressive diversity of population, invariable affinity of antibody, decreasing detection rate. This is because the CSA mainly includes clone proliferation, mutation operator and selection operator, whose iterative search processes are performed with no direction and random probability. 
Primary IDS
On the other hand, any specific problem has its feature information or knowledge, these feature information or knowledge can be extracted to form vaccines [9] . If these vaccines are used to perform vaccination operation, then it may improve convergence speed for the solving problem, e.g., the problem to be solved is encoded using n-bits binary code, obviously, the problem's solution space is composed of 2 n genes. If some or other gene is deterministic after analyzing the problem, then the search space will be decreased to half, that is, 2 n-1 , which largely improves search efficiency. So the features (can be regarded as vaccine) are important for solving practical problem. Especially, in network intrusion detection domain, some features can help to determine whether the network traffics are normal or not.
This paper proposes a novel network intrusion detection model based on immune evolutionary algorithm, which includes vaccine operator and other conventional evolutionary operators.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the algorithms of vaccine operator consisting of vaccination and immune selection. Section III shows the algorithm of adaptive extracting vaccines. Section IV describes detailed immune evolutionary algorithm for detector population. Section V and VI presents a novel artificial immune model and algorithm for network intrusion detection based on immune evolutionary algorithm and negative selection algorithm. Section VII designs several experiments and gives experimental results and concerned analyses. Section VIII gives conclusions and short-term future works.
Vaccine operator
Vaccine operator consists of two processes, that is, vaccination and immune selection.
Definition 1: vaccine is composed of some genes. It is assumed that v=g 1 g 2 …g m represents one vaccine, m is the gene-size of the vaccine v. The vaccine can be obtained by adaptive extracting algorithm or prior knowledge, see also section 3.
Vaccination
Let the detector population D be
, where n is the size of detector population, Vaccination for k-generation population k D is to randomly select n 0 (n 0 =nβ) individuals from k D with ratioβ, and then perform vaccination for these individuals, generate temporary population ' k D . This process can be described as follows:
Immune selection
Immune selection has two steps: first step is immune inspection, next step is immune selection.
Immune inspection is to evaluate the affinity of individual after vaccination, if this individual's affinity is less than that of its parent, then it should be replaced by its parent, otherwise it enters into temporary population. The following is the process of immune inspection: Immune-inspection ( ):
; //enter temporary population
Immune selection is to select some individuals from temporary population ' k D to enter into next generation population via certain selection operator and selection strategy. For example, annealing selection, elitist selection or other selection operators and father-offspring combined selection strategy [10] can be used to do it.
In sum, vaccine operator for k-generation detector population is described as the following random process:
The corresponding algorithm is described in figure 2 .
Step1:
Figure2. Vaccine operator
Algorithm of adaptive extracting vaccine
It is assumed that Vaccine v can also be produced according to prior knowledge. Especially, in network intrusion detection domain, a number of vaccines can be created via known attack features.
The Immune Evolutionary Algorithm (IEA) for detector population
The IEA for detector population includes mutation operator, vaccine operator and selection operator, in which there isn't crossover operator because that the affinity maturation process of antibody is mainly established via hyper-mutation. This algorithm is showed in figure 4. Step1: k=1; created initial detector population D k by genes expression or genes recombination; Step2: if satisfying termination criteria or maximum evolutionary generation, then algorithm ends, otherwise continues. 
Network intrusion detection algorithm based on IEA and negative selection
The detectors generated in the evolutionary process of detector population may match self-pattern under certain match rule, which results in higher False Positive rate. So Negative Selection Algorithm (NSA) in AIS must be used to filter detector individuals. The detectors that match self-patterns will be deleted from detector population.
The algorithm integrating IEA and NSA is described in figure 5 , which can be used to perform network intrusion detection. This algorithm is called IEA-NSA algorithm in this 
An artificial immune model for network intrusion detection
On the basis of above IEA-NSA algorithm, this paper designs a novel artificial immune model for network intrusion detection which integrates the algorithm of adaptive extracting vaccines, vaccine operator, negative selection algorithm and other mechanisms. This model can be used to implement network intrusion detection, figure 6 shows its architecture.
In figure 6 , the component of "automated profiler" [6] is used to generate self network traffic profiles (viewed as normal or legitimate network pattern) according to network traffic.
Each local IDS performs network traffic anomaly detection. Primary IDS performs IEA and NSA for detectors population. After negative selection, mature detectors are transferred to each local IDS.
This AIS-based model for network intrusion detection can satisfy three requirements of efficient network intrusion detection system, namely, distributed, selforganizing and lightweight.
Figure6. An artificial immune model based on IEA-NSA for NIDS
Firstly, this artificial immune model is distributed and robust. Several evolutionary processes such as vaccine operator, immune selection and negative selection contribute mature detectors to each local IDS, each detector set in a local IDS performs network intrusion detection independently. Obviously, the failure of any local IDS can not result in the crash of overall artificial immune system even if it may cause some degradation of detection accuracy. This artificial immune model is also self-organizing and adaptive. Negative selection process allows detectors to face dynamic self network traffic at any moment. Mutation operator, vaccine operator and selection operator generate various detector sets which are the fittest for the recently encountered intrusions. Therefore, the detectors generated by mutation operator, vaccine operator and negative selection process always dynamically learn knowledge about currently existing intrusions.
Finally, this artificial immune model is lightweight by detecting various intrusions using approximate binding. The approximate binding such as r-contiguous match rule [7] allows a detector to detect a number of different attacks.
Emulational experiments

Experimental data
Experimental data is adopted from KDDCUP'1999 intrusion detection data set [11] . 
Experimental purpose
In this paper, the proposed artificial immune model for network intrusion detection is called IEA-NSA. Kim's conceptual model based on CSA for network intrusion detection is called CSA-NSA. The experimental purpose is to investigate how IEA-NSA impacts on affinity maturation process of detector population, FP rate and TP rate, in contrast with Kim's CSA-NSA model and algorithm [13] .
Experiment design and parameters setting 7.3.1 Generating initial detector population
In view of the efficiency of negative selection algorithm, initial detector population is generated via creating genes library according to the known network attack features in training data set, and then using genes expression and recombination, instead of random generating method.
The size of population is 200 in the experiments.
Encoding scheme of detector individual
Each sample in KDDCUP'1999 intrusion detection data set includes 41 features, some features value is continuous, and others are discrete. In order to perform evolutionary computation, binary encoding method is used in this paper, but the discrete features value must be discretized. Discretization algorithm uses naïve Scaler algorithm [12] . After discretization, each detector individual has 41 genes, whose encoding length L is 104 bits.
Match function
Affinity evaluating and network intrusion detection must use match function. The modified r-contiguous bits match rule is used in this paper. Match threshold r is set as r=12 in this paper.
Affinity evaluating
The following algorithm is used to evaluate affinity of detector individual in this paper. 
About mutation operator, selection operator, evolutionary generation and vaccination ratio
In this paper, Uniform point mutation is used, mutation probability is set as P m =0.6. Elitist selection is used as selection operator, and father-offspring combined selection strategy is used, this strategy can increase the diversity of detector population. Evolutionary generation is set as G=100. Vaccination ratio β is 0.8.
Related parameters setting in Clonal Selection Algorithm
In order to contrast in performance of network intrusion detection with IEA-NSA, the experiments based on Kim's CSA-NSA model are also implemented. The parameters related to mutation operator, selection operation and match threshold are the same as the above setting. Selection ratio of generating optimal subpopulation from current population is set as 20%; the replacement ratio that detectors with lower affinity are replaced by the optimal detectors is set as 20%. Clonal ratio is set as M c =5.
Experimental results and analyses
Figure7. IEA-NSA impacts on affinity maturation and distribution 7.4.1 IEA-NSA and CSA-NSA impact on the affinity maturation process of detector population Figure 7 and 8 reveal that IEA-NSA and CSA-NSA impact on the process of affinity maturation and affinity distribution for the same initial detector population, at generation 1, 50, 100.
Figure8. CSA-NSA impacts on affinity maturation and distribution
According to experimental results, in IEA-NSA algorithm, when the detector population evolves at generation 50, 45 detectors' affinity converges upon 1; and at generation 100, 85 detectors' affinity converges upon 1. In CSA-NSA algorithm, when the detector population evolves at generation 50, the highest affinity of detector is only 0.90; and at generation 100, the highest affinity of detector is 0.98. It is obvious that two algorithms produce different impacts on the process of affinity maturation, IEA-NSA algorithm is faster than CSA-NSA.
In the iterative search process of CSA-NSA algorithm, though the optimal sub-population is created by selecting with ratio according to affinity, but mutation operator is performed with no direction and random probability, which may result in blindness and noneffective operations. In addition, clone operator is used in CSA-NSA, which may produce repeated or crowded solutions and also impacts the process of affinity maturation.
Because Vaccine operator is used In IEA-NSA algorithm, iterative search is performed with direction, which results in higher affinity of detector individual with higher probability, restrains or avoids some noneffective operations and improves the efficiency of affinity maturation. Figure 9 and 10 illustrate the change of TP rate and FP rate in the process of performing IEA-NSA and CSA-NSA algorithm on network intrusion test set, evolutionary generation is from 1 to 100.
FP rate and TP rate
According to figure 9 and figure 10, when IEA-NSA and CSA-NSA are used to perform network intrusion detection, they all have higher FP rate, this is because that the mechanisms such as co-stimulation, tolerisation period, activation threshold and life span are not used in this paper.
In addition, figure 9 shows that the TP rate of IEA-NSA is ascending as a whole. For example, TP rate is 80.51% at generation 69, 99.76% at generation 84, since then TP rate is on the high level steadily. In figure 10 , when CSA-NSA is used to perform network intrusion detection, TP rate has a large increase at generation 4, reaches 94.79%. But a little TP rate degradation appears at generation 33, from then on, maintains invariant for a long time.
Conclusions and future works
While the IEA-NSA including vaccine operator and CSA-NSA are used to implement network intrusion detection respectively, as viewed from affinity maturation, IEA-NSA enables the process of affinity maturation be faster than CSA-NSA; as viewed from TP rate and FP rate, with the increase of evolutionary generation, the TP rate in IEA-NSA trends towards rise as a whole, but in CSA-NSA, the TP rate falls into a little decline and maintains invariant for a long time.
Both IEA-NSA and CSA-NSA get the satisfactory TP rate, but dissatisfactory high FP rate.
The short-term future works includes: Integrating co-stimulation, tolerisation period, life span, activation threshold and other mechanisms into IEA-NSA algorithm. The purpose is to reduce the FP rate.
Creating vaccine library according to known network intrusion features, not only using the algorithm of adaptive extracting vaccine. The purpose is to improve the efficiency of network intrusion detection and increase the TP rate.
